OWN TECHNOLOGY

- Wide range of components and cranes.
- Advanced performance features.
- Robust, reliable, minimum-maintenance design.
- Complete production of all components.
OUR HUMAN TEAM IS A GUARANTEE FOR SUCCESS

- Objective: To achieve our client’s full satisfaction.
OUR FACILITIES AND PROCESSES, A REFERENCE OF THE WELL-DONE WORK

- Modern design technologies.
- Productive processes specialised in the manufacturing of cranes.
- Latest generation machinery.
OUR VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

- Over 50 years producing cranes.
- More than 80,000 units sold.
- Seizing all opportunities to learn and improve our product.
The growing demands of our clients have made us develop a constant dynamic for improvement.

- Design and manufacture based on IEC and FEM standards.
- Performance and safety.
- ISO 9001 certified Company.
STEADILY ADVANCING. WE ARE COMMITTED TO INNOVATION
THE ADVANTAGES OF OUR STANDARDIZATION

- Wide range of standardized solutions.
- Versatility and modular design.
- Competitiveness.
- Maintenance simplicity and spares guaranteed.
FLEXIBILITY AND CUSTOMIZATION

- Qualified and experienced design team through years of service.
- Specific solutions for our client requirements.
- A market leader in the production of special equipment.
OUR IMPLANTATION, 
A GUARANTEE 
OF SERVICE

- Client oriented service.
- Proven professionalism.
- Quick service.

Manufacturing Centres
Sales and Service
Countries with Dealer

Spain
Apdo. 27 - 8º Salbatore
20200 Beasain (Gipuzkoa) - Spain
Tel.: +34 943 805 660
Fax: +34 943 888 721
e-mail: ghcranes@ghcranes.com
www.ghcranes.com

Spain - Export
Tlf +34 943 160625
Fax +34 943 161480
www.ghcranes.com
export@ghsa.com

Portugal Oporto

Galicia
Asturias
Cantabria
Guipuzcoa
Vizcaya
Álava
Navarra
La Rioja
Aragón
Cataluna
Valladolid
León
Salamanca
Zamora
Cáceres
Burgos
Soria
Palencia
Segovia
Ávila
Madrid
Ciudad Real
Cuenca
Guadalajara
Toledo
Alicante
Murcia
Almería
Valencia
Castellón
Jaén
Granada
Córdoba
Málaga
Sevilla
Cádiz
Huelva
Badajoz
Tenerife
Las Palmas

Gipuzkoa Beasain
France Coueron
Navarra Bakaikoa
Navarra Alsasua

PORTUGAL
OPORTO

NORTH ROLANTE SUWNICE GRUAS CRANES PONT-ROULANT PONTES ROLANTE SUWNICE GRUAS CRANES
THE WORLD IS OUR MARKET

- We are selling in more than 60 countries.
- We are manufacturing in 6 different countries.

WWW.GHCRANES.COM

GH is also present in over 60 countries through local Representatives and Distributors.